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Abstract 

For any Boolean function f on GF(2)“, we define a sequence of ranks ri(f), 1 <i <m, which 
are invariant under the action of the general linear group GL(m,2). If f is a cubic bent function 
in 2k variables, we show that when rs(f) <k, f is either obtained from a cubic bent function 
in 2k - 2 variables, or is in a well-known family of bent functions. We also determine all cubic 
bent functions in eight variables. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 

Keywords: Bent functions; Reed-Muller codes. 

1. Introduction 

Identify the algebra of all Boolean functions on GF(2)” with P,,, =GF(2)[Xi,. . .,X,1/ 
(Xf - XI,. . . ,X,’ - X,,,). Bent functions exist in Z?,, only when m is even. An f E ,c?& 
is called a bent function if ]f(_X + a) + f(X)] = 22k-’ for all 0 #a E GF(2)2k, where 
X=(X,,... ,X&) and the weight (F] of a function F E 92k is defined to be IF-‘(l)]. 
The following are among the equivalent definitions for f E 92)2k to be bent [4,8]: 

(i) [( - l)f(“+“)] u,vEoFC2j~k is a Hadamard matrix; 
(ii) the Fourier coefficients of (- 1)f are all ~k2~; 

(iii) d(f,R(1,2k))=22k-1 - 2k-1 = th e covering radius of R( 1,2k), where R( 1,2k) 
is the first-order Reed-Muller code of length 22k and d(. , .) is the Hamming 
distance. 

Bent functions have been studied extensively [l-5,7,8]. For k > 1, a bent function 

f E %k must have degree <k [8]. Quadratic bent functions are completely known. 
Up to affine equivalence, there are only two such functions: X&2 + X&Y, + . . . + 
&k-l&k and x1& -t-x3& +. . . -t-X2k_$& -I- 1. However, little is known about cubic 
bent functions. This paper is an attempt to understand the structure of cubic bent 
functions. 

For each f E P,,,, we define a sequence of ranks ri(f ), 1 <i <m. These ranks are 
invariant under the action of the general linear group GL(m, 2). We prove that if f E 9-k 
is a cubic bent function such that r3(f) <k, then f is either obtained from a cubic 
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bent function in &_2, or is in a well-known family of bent functions. (We refer the 
reader to [2,4,8] for a survey on known families of bent functions.) With computer 
assist, we also determine all the cubic bent functions in 8 variables. This is possible 
because the classification of R(3, S)/R(2,8) is known [6]. 

2. Background 

Let 

R(s,m)={f~9’,: degf<s} (2.1) 

be the &h-order Reed-Muller code of length 2m. If f E @)2k is a bent function, we call 
f + R( 1,2k) a bent coset. The general afhne group 

AGL(m, 2) = 
{[ 1 ; ; : A E GL(m,2), a E GF(2)” 

acts on C+$, naturally: For any 

A 0 
fJ= 

[ 1 o1 1 EAGLh2), fE%, 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

a(f) = f(X4 + a), where X = (Xl,. . . ,X,). (2.4) 

One then has the induced action of AGL(2k,2) on the set of all bent cosets in 92k. 
Let f E 93k be a bent function. Then the Fourier coefficients of (- 1 )/ are 

I(,) =rEo%2Yk (-l)f(x)+(xYa) = f 2k, a E GF(2)2R. (2.5) 

The Fourier transform of f is the function Ff: GF(2)2R -+ GF(2) defined by 

j‘(~~)=(-l)~~(@2~, UEGF(~)~~. (2.6) 

2Ff is also bent and F2 f = f [8]. 9 acts on the set of all bent functions, but not on 
the set of all bent cosets. Let ?& be the set of all bent functions in 92)2R. AGL(2S2) 
acts on ?&k and so does R( 1,2k) (through addition). To describe the combination of 
these two actions, let 

G2k = AGL(2k, 2) x GF(2)2k x GF(2). (2.7) 

For ((T, c, d) E Gzk, define 

(6,C,d)tf)=otf)+(X,c)+d, fE%k. 

If one defines 

(a1.~1,dl).(az,cz,dz)=(6162, CZA:+CI, (h,cz) +4 +dz), 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 
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for (m,~l,dl), (Q,c~,&) E Gk, where 

Al 0 
01 = 

[ 1 bl 1 7 (2.10) 

then G2k is a group and (2.8) is a left action of G2k on %k. The following lemma 
describes the interaction between the actions of G2k and 9 on Sk. 

hmIIIa 2.1. For any (a, c, d) E C&k, where 

A 0 
o= b 1 > 

1 1 
the following diagram commutes: 

Sk 
(a’,c’,d’) 

-%k 

where 

o’= [;;:& ;I, c’=bA-l, d’=(bA-‘,c) +d. 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Proof. Direct computation. 0 

We include a few more results on bent functions whose proofs can be found in [4,8]. 

Lemma 2.2. Let P = P(X,, . . .,X,) E 9$,, Q = Q(Xm+, , . . . ,Xm+n) E 9’“. Then P + Q E 
9 min is bent if and only if P and Q are both bent. In this case 

~(~+Q)=~P+FQ, (2.14) 

where 97’ is a fwzction of (XI , . . .,X,) and 9Q is a function of (X,,,+I,. . .,X,,,+,,). 

k?lIllW 2.3. Let X=(X1 ,..., X,), Y=(Xk+l,..., X2k). Then for any pE4, 

QK y) = (x, y) + p(x) E %k (2.15) 

is bent, and 

(9Q)(X Y) = (x, Y> + P(Y) = Q(r,X). (2.16) 
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Lemma 2.4. Let f E & be bent and 0 <t 62k. Then 

I(~f>Wl, . . . A, 0, *. ., O)l =2’-’ - 2k-1 + 2’-k,j-(0,. . .,0,x,+1,. . .,x&)1, 

(2.17) 

where [f(O ,..., 0,X,+1 ,..., &)I is the weight of f(0 ,..., 0,X,+, ,..., &k)~9-&+ and 
I(~~)(Xl,...,x,,O,..., O)l is the weight of(Ff)(X~,. ..,&O ,..., O)E~~. 

Lemma 2.5. Let f E 92k be bent such that deg f = 2 or k. Then deg Ff = deg f. 

Proof. If deg f = k, the conclusion follows from Lemma 2.4. If deg f = 2, the conclu- 
sion follows from (2.12) and (2.16). 0 

3. The ranks 

For 0 < t <m, let ‘ik;” be the set of all t-subsets of { 1,. . . , m}. For any S c { 1,. . . , m}, 
we abbreviate ni E S 4~9% as&. Let tl,t220 with tl+tz=t, and f =&M;masXsE 

R(t,m)/R(t - l,m), where as E GF(2). We define an (y) x (E) matrix B::;:)(f) over 
GF(2) as follows: First define as = 0 for S c { 1,. . . , m} with ISI ct. The rows and 
columns of B::t)( f) are labeled by the elements of %$y and the elements of $$y, 

respectively. For U E gly, V E 5$:, the (U, V)-entry of @‘t’(f) is auuv. 

Theorem3.1. Let O<t<m, tl,t2>0,tl+tZ=t, fER(t,m)/R(t_l,m),AEGL(m,2). 
Then 

BK)(A(f )) = C,,(A)@:)(f )C,(AT), (3.1) 

where C,,(A) is the tl th compound matrix of A. (The rth compound matrix of A is 
an (y) x (T) matrix whoes entries are r x r subdeterminants of A.) 

Proof (sketch). If (3.1) holds for A=Al and A=A2 and for all f ~R(t,m)/R(t- l,m), 
it holds for A = AlA and for all f E R(t, m)/R(t - 1,m). Thus, one may assume that A 
is an elementary matrix. In this case, one can write out the matrices in (3.1) explicitly 
to verify (3.1). I7 

Let N and M denote the equivalence relations under the actions of GL(m,2) and 
AGL(m,2), respectively, whatever set GL(m,2) or AGL(m,2) acts on. For f ER(t,m)/ 
R(t - l,m), (t > l), let 

r4f) = raW@f;“_)l (f )). (3.2) 

rt(f) is the smallest integer r such that f-g for some g = g(Xi,. . . ,X,) ??R(t,m)/ 
R(t - 1, m). If f E R(t,m), we define rt(f) = rt(f + R(t - 1, m)). 
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Lemma 3.2. For i = 1,2, let fi = j&Y,, . . . ,_A$) E R(t,m)/R(t - l,llt), where rt(f;) = r. 
Zf A E GL(m,2) such that A(j”,) = f2, then 

A= Al AZ 
[ 1 0 -44 

where A, E GL(r, 2). (3.3) 

Proof. By Theorem 3.1, 

Blf;"-,(f2)=ABlf;"_,(f,)C,_,(AT). 

Write 

Cl c2 
G-I@)= c3 c4 9 

[ 1 (3.5) 

where A, is of size r x r; the rows and columns of Ct are labeled by the elements 
in wtY, C %J!!,; for i = 1,2, the rows of Bj are labeled by the elements in { 1,. . . , r} 
and the columns of Bi are labeled by the elements in y’r. Then (3.4) becomes 

[; :] = [ 
A,B,C; A,B,CT 
A3B, C;’ A3B, C: 1. (3.6) 

Thus rank (A,B, CT) = rank (B2) = Y. Hence A, is invertible. Note that Cr = &,(A, ), 
the (t - 1)th compound matrix of A ,. Therefore Ct is also invertible. From (3.6), 
A3B, C: = 0. Since CT is invertible and rank (B, ) = Y, it follows that A3 = 0. 0 

Definition 3.3. Let m > 1, F E Pm. The ranks q(F) (1 < i d m) are defined inductively 
on degF: 

(i) When degF< 1, let Q(F), 1 <i<m, be given by (3.2). 
(ii) When degF = t> 1, let q(F), t<i<m, be given by (3.2). Write 

FNf(Xl,...,Xy)+g(Xl,...,X,) in Pm, 

where deg f = t, r = r,(F), deg g <t, and let 

ri(F)=ri(g(O ,..., 0,X,+, ,..., X,,,)), l<i<t. 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

The meaning of the ranks is this: If deg F = t, then r;(F) = 0 for i > t, and r,(F) is 
the least number of independent linear combinations of Xl,. . . ,X,,, needed in the degree 
t part of F. Setting these linear combinations equal to 0, the resulting function is used 
to define ri(F) for i < t. 

Remark. For i = 1,2, let h = jj(Xr,. . ,X,), gi = gi(Xr,. . .,X,,,), (r <m), such that 
deg fi = t, rt(h) = r, deg gi <t, and 

A(flVl ,.‘~,x,)+gl(& ,...,x,))=fi(xl,...,X,)+g(Xl,...,X,) in Y’,, (3.9) 
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for some A ??GL(rn,2). Then in R(t,m)/R(t - l,m),A(fi)= f2. By Lemma 3.2, 

A= A1 A2 1 1 0 A., ’ 
Al E GL(r, 2). 

It follows from (3.9) and (3.10) that 

A(gl(O,. . . ,&X+I,. . . Ad) = do,. . .,WC-+I,. . . A,) in %/R(O,m). (3.11) 

Thus, ri(F’) ( 1 < i <m) in Definition 3.3 are well defined and invariant under the action 
of GL(m, 2). 

Not all ri are invariants of P,,, under the action of AGL(m,2). However, we have 

Leuuna 3.4. Let 2 <t <m. Then r, and rt_l are invariants of R(t, m) under the action 
of AGL(m, 2). 

Proof. Clearly, rt is an invariant of R(t,m) under the action of AGL(m,2). To prove 
that rt_i is also an invariant of R(t,m) under the action of AGL(m,2), it s&ices to 
show that 

flW1 ,... ,x,)+gl(xl ,... ,xm)=f2(xl ,..., x,)+92(xl,...,q in %, (3.12) 

where deg fi = t, rt( fi) = r, deg gi <t (i = 1,2), implies 

81(0 ,..., o,x,+l,...,&)=g2(a . . . . 0,x r+l,.. .,X,) in R(t - l,m)/R(t - 2,m). 

(3.13) 

Let 
A 0 

u = b 1 E AGL(m,2), 
[ 1 b=@,..., k) E GF(2Y, (3.14) 

such that 

4f 1m ,...,x,)+gl(4 ,...,x,))=fi(xl,...,X,) + 92(~b...Jm) in pm. 

(3.15) 

Then in R(t,m)/R(t - l,m), A(fi)= f2. Thus by Lemma 3.2, 

A= A1 A2 
[ 1 0 A4 ’ 

Al E GW,2), A4 E GL(m - r, 2). 

Use (3.16) to write out (3.15) explicitly and then set Xi = ... =X, =O. It follows that 

= g2(0,. . . ,O,&+i,. . . J,,,) (modR(O,m)). (3.17) 
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ThUS, 

g1Q-z * *. 3 0, (x,+1 ,...,x,)A4+(b,+l,...,b,)) 

= g2(0,...,0,&+1, . . .,X,) (modR(t-2,m)). 

Therefore, 

g1(0 ,... ,o,xr+l,...,~m)~~2~~,...,~,xr+l,~..,~m) 

in R(t - l,m)/R(t - 2,m). Cl 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

4. Cubic bent functions 

Let F E R(3,m). The rankrs(F) is the least number of independent linear combina- 
tions of Xl , . . . ,X,,, needed in the cubic part of F. After setting these linear combina- 
tions equal to 0, the rank Q(F) is the least number of independent linear combinations 
of Xl , . . . ,X,,, needed in the quadratic part of the resulting function. By Lemma 3.4, 
Q(F) and Q(F) are invariant under the AGL action on F. 

Lemma 4.1. Let F~R(3,rn) with rz(F)>O. Then there exists P(XI,.,.,X~_~)E 
R(3,m) such that 

F x P(X, ,..., X,-2) +x,-,x,. (4.1) 

Proof. Since rz(F)>O, we have 

F N f(& 3.. .3x,) + g(X1,. ..,&), (4.2) 

where g(Xt ,...,X,)~R(2,m)andg(O ,..., 0,X,+1 ,..., X,)#OinR(2,m)/R(l,m). With- 
out loss of generality, assume 

d-5 ,...,X,)=X,-,X,+X,-la+X,B+r, (4.3) 

where a = a(Xt , * f *,&l-2), B = B(& ,...,Xm-2)ER(l,m),y=y(Xl,...,Xm-2)~R(2,m). 

The nonsingular affine transformation 

{ 

X-Xi, l<i<m-2, 

Xm-I ~&l-l + B, (4.4) 
X,-X, +a, 

changes f(X, ,...,x,) + g(X1 ,...,X,) into P(Xt , . . . ,Xnl-2) + X,-IX, for some 
pm ,..., X,-,)ER(3,m). 0 

Theorem 4.2. Let F be a cubic bent function in 6&k. 
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(i) Ifr#)>O, then 

F M P(X, ,...,X2k-2)+&k-lfik, 

where P is a cubic bent function in 9~k-~. 
(ii) Zf r3(F)<k, then rz(F)>O. 

(iii) Zf q(F) =k and q(F) = 0, then 

F=Q(X,,... ,&)+X1&+1 +~2&+2+“‘+&&k 

for some Q E &. 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Proof. (i) follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 2.2. 
(ii) Suppose to the contrary that r*(F) = 0. We may assume 

F = f(& 9~~~~X,)+X,+l~r+l +“e+&ka2k, (4.7) 

where r=q(F)<k, ~li=ai(Xl,... ,X,)~R(1,2k), r+ 1 <i<2k. Since k>r, there exist 
a,+1 , . . . , a2k E GF(2) not all zero such that 

ar+i&+i + . . . + a2kaZk = 0 (modR(O,2k)). (4-g) 

Without loss of generality, assume a2k = 1. Then the nonsingular linear transformation 

Xi #Xi, l<i<r or i=2k, 

4 Hz + aiX2k, r+l<i<2k- 1, 
(4.9) 

changes F into some G(Xt,. . .,&k-l) E .6?&. But G(Xt,. . . ,&Ik_l) cannot be bent 
in &, which is a contradiction. 

(iii) By the proof of (ii), we may assume 

F=f(Xl,... ,-%k) +Xk+lak+l f ” ’ +&ka2k, (4.10) 

where Dli = ai(Xt , . . . ,&) E R( 1,2k) (k+ 16 i < 2k) are linearly indenpendent in R( 1,2k)/ 
R(O,2k). The nonsingular affine transformation 

1 

ak+ 1 (xl ,...rXk)“-+Xl, 

. . . 

u2k(-% ,...,Xk)++Xk, 
(4.11) 

XiYiHXi, k+ l<i<2k, 

changes F intO Q(xl,...,Xk)+XlXk+l +“‘+XkX2k for Some QEL?k. 0 

5. Cubic bent functions in eight variables 

For any FE pm, a E GF(2)m, let 

A,F=F(X+a)+F(X), (X=(X1 ,..., X,)). (5.1) 
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When F E R(t, m) and a, b E GF(2)m, one has A,F E R(t - l,m), and A,F + AbF + 
A,+bF = Ab(A,F) E R(t - 2,m). Hence A,+# E A,F + AbF(modR(t - 2,m)). Thus, 
{A,F+R(t-2,m): aEGF(2)m} IS a subspace of R( t - 1, m)/R(t - 2, m). The dimension 
of this subspace is r,(F). (To see this claim, one may assume that the degree t part of F 
is a function ofXi,..., X,, where r = r,(F). Since r is the least number of independent 
linear combinations of XI, . . . , X,,, needed in the degree t part of F, one sees that the 
kernel of the linear map a H A,F + R(t - 2, m) from GF(2)m to R(t - l,m)/R(t - 2, m) 
is ((0,x) E GF(2)m: x E GF(2)m-r}.) 

By Theorem 4.2, in order to determine all cubic bent cosets in %k up to AGL- 
equivalence, it suffices to consider the ones f + R( 1,2k) with f E R(3,2k), r?(f) >k, 
and rz( f) = 0. Fix F(Xl, . . . , X,)ER(3,2k)suchthatr3(F)=r>k.Letgl,...,gr(r_-3)/zE 
R(2, r) be such that their images in R(2, r)/({A,F: a E GF(2)‘}+R( 1,~)) form a basis of 
the quotient space. (Note that R(2, Y)/({ A,F: a E GF(2)‘) + R( 1, r)) C% (R(2, r)/R( 1, r))/ 
{A,F + R(l,r): aEGF(2)‘) is of dimension (;) - r = r(r - 3)/2.) Then every coset 
f +R(1,2k) (f ??R(3,2k)) with f ~F(modR(2,2k)) and rz(f)=O is of the form 

r(r-3)/2 

Vfl,..., X)+AaF+ C bigi+ fJ c,,X& +R(L2k), (5.2) 
i=l u=l o=r+l 

where a E GF(2)‘, bi,cu” E GF(2). By (5.1) the cosets in (5.2) is AGL-equivalent to 

r(r-3)/2 

FVl,..., &)+ C bigi+ 2 E c,JJu +R(L=), (5.3) 
i=l u=l u=r+l 

through the translation X HX + (a, 0). As F(XI,. . . ,X,) (Is(F) = r >k) in (5.3) varies 
to represent all GL-orbits in R(3,2k)/R(2,2k) with r3 >k, the bent cosets in (5.3), up 
to AGL-equivalence, give all the cubic bent cosets in pzk with r3 > k and r2 = 0. 
However, with a fixed F, the bent cosets in (5.3) are not necessarily pairewise AGL- 
nonequivalent. 

The coset (5.3) is bent if and only if 

r(r-3)/2 

AZ + C bidagi + 2 $J c,,A,(X,X,) = 22k-1 
i=l u=l v=r+l 

for all 0 # a E GF(2)2k. (5.4) 

The function in (5.4) is in R(2,2k). Note that a function qER(2,m) has weight 2m-1 
if and only if rl(q) # 0. Thus, the following algorithm determines all the bent cosets 
in (5.3): 

Step 1: Find gt,..., grcr-s)/2 E R(2, r) such that their images in R(2,r)/({A,F: 
a E GF(2)‘) + R(l,r)) f orm a basis of the quotient space. 

Step 2: For every 0 #a E GF(2)2k, find P, E GL(2k, 2) such that 

M&F) = q&G ,...,x,~)+(x,+l,...,x,k)p,T, (5.5) 
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wherer2(qa)=s,,f30EGF(2)2k-Sa. Then for l<i<r(r-3)/2, l<u<r,r+l<v62k, 
find /I(‘) j’“‘“’ E GF(2)2k-Sa such that a, a 

P,(~agi)G((x,+l,--- wT 
,&)& (moWl&), (5.6) 

P,(&(&&)) -G&+1, . . . ,X&)jl~“)T (modR(l,s,)). (5.7) 

Step 3: Determine bi and c,,~ such that 

r(r-3)/2 
C b&) + h 5 cuv/?~“) # /Ia for all 0 #a E GF(2)2”. (5.8) 
i=l u=l v=r+l 

These are the coefficients such that the coset in (5.3) is bent. 
We now try to determine all the cubic bent cosets in 9s with r3 >4 and r-2 = 0. Rep- 

resentatives of GL-orbits in R(3, S)/R(2,8) are known. They are 4 + R(2,8), 1 <j < 32, 
where Fj E R(3,8) are given in Table 2 of [6]. Each 4 is of the form F(X1,. . . ,X,) 
with r = rs(F), and rs(Fj) >4 for 3 <j < 32. For each 3 <j < 32, we conduct the above 
algorithm with F =e on a computer. Bent cosets are found when F = F3, F~,FT,F~. 
More detailed results are as follows: 

When F = F3 = 123 + 245, (123 stands for X1X2X3, etc.), r = rj(F) = 5, 

(g1,..., gs) = (14,15,34,35,45). 

There are 40320 bent cosets in (5.3). An example is when 

PI,..., bs)=(O,O,O,O, l), 

(5.9) 

-0 0 1- 

=lO 0. 

When F = FS = 123 + 245 + 346, r = r3(F) = 6, 

(g1,..., g9)=(14,15,16,26,35,36,45,46,56). 

There. are 6720 bent cosets in (5.3). An example is when 

@I,..., bs)=(O,O,O,O,O, l,l, LO), 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

Cl7 cl8 

. . . . . . 
= 

0 1 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

0 1 

0 1 

(5.12) 
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Table 2 of [6] 
Representatives of the GL(8,2)-orbits of R(3,8)/R(2,8) 

FI 0 

F2 123 

F3 123+245 

F-4 123+456 

F5 123+245+346 

F6 123+145+246+356+456 

F7 127+347+567 

F8 123+456+147 

F9 123+245+346+147 

FIO 123+456+147+257 

Fll 123+145+246+356+456+167 

F12 123+145+246+356+456+167+247 

F13 123+456+178 

F14 123+456+178+478 

FIN 123+245+678+147 

f-16 123+245+346+378 

F17 123+145+246+356+456+178 

Fl8 123+145+246+356+456+167+238 

F19 123+145+246+356+456+158+237+678 

ho 123+145+246+356+456+278+347+168 

FZI 145+246+356+456+278+347+168+237+147 

F22 123+234+345+456+567+678+128+238+348+458+568+178 

F23 123+145+246+356+456+167+578 

F24 123+145+246+356+456+167+568 

F25 123+145+246+356+456+167+348 

F26 123+456+147+257+268+278+348 
F27 123+456+147+257+168+178+248+358 

F2ci 127+347+567+258+368 
F29 123$456+147+368 
F30 123+456+147+368+578 

F31 123+456+147+368+478+568 

42 123+456+147+168+258+348 

When F=Fl= 127 -t 347 + 567, r = P-~(F) = 7, 

(9 1 ,..., g14)=(13,14, 15,16,23,24,25,26,34,35,36,45,46,56). 

There are 2880 bent cosets in (5.3). An example is 

(h, . . ..~~~)=(0.0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,1,1,0,0), 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 
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When F = Fg = 123 + 245 + 346 + 147, r = 7-3(F) = 7, 

(9 ,,..., g14)=(15,16,25,26,27,35,36,37,45,46,47,56,57,67). 

There are 192 bent cosets in (5.3). An example is when 

(bl, . . ..b14)=(0.1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,O,0), 

For j = 3,5,7,9, let Pj be a set of representatives of the bent cosets resulting from 
the above search with F =e. Recall that in Section 2, the group G2k in (2.17) acts on 
the set of all bent functions in %k, Use 2 to denote G2k-equivalence. We then have 
the following partial classification of the Gs-orbits of cubic bent functions in 9s. 

Theorem 5.1. Let f~R(3,8) be bent. Then q(f)# 1,2,4,8. 
(i> Zfrs(f)=O, then 

(ii) 

f=YlX2+X3&+~*~+x7X*. 

Zf r3(f) = 3, then 

(iii) 

frxl&& +x1x4 +x2x5 +x3& +x7-&3. 

rf r3(f) = 5, then 

(iv) 

f s some bent function E 93. 

If 0(f) = 6, then 

f g x1 x2x3 +x,x,x, +x3x4& 

+xlx4 +-&x6 +x3-& +x3x5 +x3&j +x4x5 +x4&j +X7&, (5.21) 

or 

(v) 

f Esome bent function E F5. 

Zf r3(f)=7, then 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.20) 

(5.22) 

f % some bent function E 97 (5.23) 
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01 

f E some bent function E 99. (5.24) 

Proof. That r3(f) # 1,2,4 is true for all cubic Boolean functions. That q(f) # 8 is 
from the above computer search. If rz( f) > 0, by Theorem 4.2, f E P(X1,. . . ,X6) + 
X,X,, where P is a cubic bent function in 96. Cubic bent functions in p6 are deter- 
mined up to G6-equivalence in [8]. It follows from the result of [8] that exactly one 
of (5.17) (5.18), (5.19), and (5.21) occurs. If rz(f)=O, by Theorem 4.2, rj(f)24. 
Thus q(f)>,5. Then by the above computer search, exactly one of (5.20), (5.22), 
(5.23), and (5.24) occurs. 0 

The classification in Theorem 5.1 is not complete since the AGL-orbits of Fj 
(j = 3,5,7,9) are not known. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.5, the Fourier transformation B 
acts on the set of Gs-orbits of cubic bent functions in 9s. Using Lemmas 2.2-2.4, 
one can easily determine that B fixes the Gs-orbits of the bent functions in (5.17)- 
(5.19), and (5.21). However, the action of 9 on the Gs-orbits of the bent functions 
in Fs,Fs, Z+, 99 seems difficult to describe. 

Up to AGL-equivalence, there is exactly one cubic bent coset in 96 with ~3 = 6 ([8]). 
Thus by Lemma 2.2, there are cubic bent cosets in g6k with ~3 = 6k. However, there is 
no cubic bent coset in 9s with r3 = 8. This observation suggests the following question: 

Open Question. For what values of k do there exist cubic bent cosets in 9.k with 
r3 = 2k? 
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